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is a key factor of robustness of the solution. Neither the 
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extend each piled block of dispatchable power am
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robustness face to any 
already been challenged in the previous paragraph
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deployment of a cloud-oriented demonstrator, controlling 
interconnected DER. These DER are
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Malpensa Airport and ICCS 
demonstration field tests.  

DER owner acceptance 
On the DER side, a limited disturbance of business as 
usual DER owner activity will constitute a key factor of 

The three main kinds of disturbances have been 

complexity of the CEMS 
existing facility. 

cyber-security issues inherent to the need to 
connect the DER to a communication channel
The number and the length of DER shedding events.
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domestic side, existing energy boxes like Wiser [
would become easily compliant with the present solution, 
by controlling the tripping of boiler or electric heaters. 
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CEMS script and connects
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platform: each of them requests upstream by themselves 
for a frequency threshold update, that requires only the 
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